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Abstract. In contrast to great success of memory-consuming face edit-
ing methods at a low resolution, to manipulate high-resolution (HR) fa-
cial images, i.e., typically larger than 7682 pixels, with very limited mem-
ory is still challenging. This is due to the reasons of 1) intractable huge
demand of memory; 2) inefficient multi-scale features fusion. To address
these issues, we propose a NOVEL pixel translation framework called
Cooperative GAN (CooGAN) for HR facial image editing. This frame-
work features a local path for fine-grained local facial patch generation
(i.e., patch-level HR, LOW memory) and a global path for global low-
resolution (LR) facial structure monitoring (i.e., image-level LR, LOW
memory), which largely reduce memory requirements. Both paths work
in a cooperative manner under a local-to-global consistency objective
(i.e., for smooth stitching). In addition, we propose a lighter selective
transfer unit for more efficient multi-scale features fusion, yielding higher
fidelity facial attributes manipulation. Extensive experiments on CelebA-
HQ well demonstrate the memory efficiency as well as the high image
generation quality of the proposed framework.

Keywords: Generative Adversarial Networks, Conditional GANs, Face
Attributes Editing

1 Introduction

Recent development in the field of deep learning has led to a rising interest in Fa-
cial Attribute Editing (FAE) [8,33,26,18,30,4,5,20,25], e.g., manipulating struc-
tural, emotional, semantic attributes (e.g., gender, hair color, age etc.) of a given
? Work done during an internship at Huawei HiSilicon.
† Corresponding author: Bingbing Ni.
‡ Contributed to the work while he was a research assistant at Shanghai Jiao Tong
University.
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Fig. 1. For the purpose of translating the high-resolution images in the memory-
constrained platform, we develop a memory-efficient image translation framework. In
the figure, we show some high resolution (768 × 768) editing results and its manipu-
lation labels, more results can be found in the suppl. From the results, it can be seen
that our framework can effectively edit both regional and global attributes.

facial image. These functionalities are highly demanded in emerging mobile ap-
plications. However, most of recent facial editing approaches [20,18,26] are based
on deep image-to-image translation model, which can ONLY deal with low res-
olution (LR) facial images due to excessive deep model (e.g., GAN [31,20]) size.
Concretely, as the image size increases, the memory consumption of deep models
also increases dramatically, even surpasses the limitation of device. Such limi-
tation forbids many promising applications on mobile platforms (e.g., ZAO [1]
processing images in the cloud service). Although upgrading hardware can alle-
viate these issues, it is a non-cheap solution and still hard to process higher res-
olution images (e.g., 4K). In this work, we aim at developing a memory-efficient
deep framework to effectively handle high resolution facial attribute editing on
resource-constrained devices.

There are two major challenges of deep model based HR facial attribute edit-
ing: 1. Constrained Computational and Memory Resource. In some mobile sce-
narios (e.g., smartphone, AR/VR glasses) with only limited computational and
memory resources, it is infeasible to use popular image editing models [18,30]
which require sophisticated networks. To address this issue, methods based on
model pruning and operator simplifying [35,13,28,34,23] have been proposed to
reduce the inference computational complexity. However, the metric-based way
to reduce the model size will do harm to model perceptual representation abil-
ity, the output facial image quality is usually largely sacrificed. 2. Inefficient
Multi-scale Features Fusion. In order to achieve high-level semantic manipula-
tion while maintaining local details during image generation, multi-scale features
fusion is widely adopted. It is a common practice to utilize skip connection, e.g.,
U-Net [27]. However, fixed schemes, such as skip connection, usually result in
infeasible or even self-contradicting fusion output (e.g., during style transfer, con-
tent is well-preserved but failed to change the image style), and flexible schemes
such as GRU [9] lead to additional computational burden (e.g., applying GRU-
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based unit [20] directly for multi-scale features fusion can achieve excellent fusion
effects, but will increase network parameters by more than four times).

In this work, a novel image translation framework for high resolution facial
attribute editing, dubbed CooGAN, is proposed to explicitly address above is-
sues. It adopts a divide-and-combine strategy to break the intractable whole
HR image generation task down to several sub-tasks for reducing memory cost
greatly. More concretely, the pipeline of our framework consists of a series of
local HR patch generation sub-tasks and a global LR image generation sub-task.
To handle these two types of sub-tasks, our framework is also composed of two
paths, i.e., local network path and global network path. Namely, the local sub-
task is to generate an HR patch with edited attributes and fine-grained details.
And a global sub-task is to generate an LR whole facial snapshot with structural
coordinates to guide the local workers properly recognize the correct patch se-
mantics. As only tiny size patch (e.g., 64×64) generation sub-task is involved in
the pipeline, the proposed framework avoids processing large size feature maps.
As a result, this framework is very light-weighted and suited for resource con-
strained scenarios. In addition, a local-to-global consistency objective is proposed
to enforce the cooperation of sub modules, which guarantees between-patch con-
textual consistency and appearance smoothness in fine-grained scale.

Moreover, we design a variant of SRU [19], Light Selective Transfer Unit
(LSTU), for multi-scale features fusion. The GRU-based STU [20] has similar
functions, but needs two states (one state obtained from encoder, another from
the higher level hidden state) to inference the selected skip feature. As a result, it
has to face a heavy computing burden and is not friendly to GPU acceleration.
Unlike STU, our SRU-based LSTU just need a single hidden state to get the
gating signal, which greatly reduces the complexity of the unit. Actually, the
LSTU has only half as many parameters as STU and almost the same multi-scale
features fusion effect, achieving a good balance between model efficiency and
output image fidelity. Under this design, the framework is able to selectively and
efficiently transfer the shallow semantics from the encoder to decoder, enabling
more effective multi-scale features fusion with constrained memory consumption.

We extensively experiment the proposed framework in terms of both qualita-
tive and quantitative evaluations on facial attribute editing tasks. It is demon-
strated that our framework can process 768 × 768 images well with less than
1GB GPU memory rather than over 6.3GB (the previous state-of-the-art [20]
level). Furthermore, the proposed model has the capability to achieve 84.8%
facial attribute editing accuracy on CelebA-HQ.

2 Related Works

Image-to-image translation. Image-to-image translation aims at learning
cross-domain mapping in supervised or unsupervised settings [20]. In the early
stage, methods like pix2pix use image-conditional GANs to train paired images
in the supervised manner. Later, unpaired image-to-image translation frame-
works, which work in the unsupervised manner, are also proposed in [36,21].
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For instance, CycleGAN [36] learns the mapping between one image distribu-
tion and another and introduces a cycle consistency loss to preserve key features
during translation. However, all those mentioned frameworks can only perform
coarse-grain translation from one image distribution to another. They cannot
modify specific attributes of an image, which is more important in real world
applications. To address such problem, StarGAN [8] is proposed to learn multiple
domain translation using only a single model.

Facial attribute editing is a typical task of image-to-image translation that
focuses on editing specific attributes within image. Early methods [15,29,6] are
proposed to learn only a single attribute editing model like expression trans-
fer [29], age progression [15], and so on. To achieve arbitrary attribute editing,
IcGAN [25] uses a conditional GAN to process encoded features. To strengthen
the relations between high-feature space and attributes, Lample G. et al. [17] ap-
plies adversarial constraints. StarGAN [8] and AttGAN [12] use target attribute
vector input and achieve great success. Based on them, the STGAN [20] is fur-
ther proposed for simultaneously enhancing the attribute manipulation ability
and image quality. Especially, Ran Yi et al. [32] propose a hierarchical facial
editing method to modify the face via facial features patches. In our work, we
analyze the limitation of StarGAN, AttGAN, [32] and STGAN and then further
develop a patch-based model to make facial attribute editing suitable for higher
resolution images.

3 Methodology

3.1 Overview

The proposed CooGAN framework for conditional facial generation presents two
innovative modules, the global module and the local module. The global module
is designed to generate LR translated facial image, and the local module aims at
generating HR facial image patches and stitching them together. A cooperation
mechanism is introduced to make these two modules work together, so that the
global module provides the local module with a global-to-local spatial consistency
constraint. In addition, to guarantee the performance and edit-ability of the
generated images, we propose a well-designed unit, LSTU, to filter the features
from latent space and infuse them with detail information inside the naive skip
connection.

3.2 The Cascaded Global-to-Local Face Translation Architecture

The CooGAN consists of two interdependent generation modules. We depict the
framework architecture in Fig. 2.

Global module. The global module is designed for generating the trans-
lated snapshot X ′t which carries the whole image spatial coordinate information.
As is shown in Fig. 2, this module contains two components: the global-aware
generator Gg and the global-aware discriminator Dg. Gg has a conventional U-
Net [27] structure strengthening by LSTU. It takes in X ′i, the down-sampled
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Fig. 2. An overview of our framework. Our framework has two modules–the global
image translation module on the left side and the local patch refinement module on the
right side. Either module contains one generator and one discriminator, as indicated
in the graph. The two modules cooperate with each other through the cooperation
mechanism in the middle. All specific operations are elaborated in the graph.

image of Xi, and generates the LR snapshot X ′t. Following the ACGAN-like [24]
fashion, the discriminator Dg has two headers sharing the same extracted fea-
tures. Note that the main purpose of global module is to guarantee the global
semantic consistency of the final result.

Local module. The local module is designed for processing HR image
patches under the guidance of LR translated patches with limited computa-
tional resources. As is shown in Fig. 2, the local module contains two compo-
nents: the local-aware generator Gl and the local-aware discriminator Dl. We
concatenate the original HR image patch and up-sampled snapshot patch, i.e.,
[xi(m,n), xt(m,n)], where (m,n) represents the coordinate of the patch in the
whole image. Then the local-aware generator Gl processes the concatenated data
sequentially to generate translated HR patches. The generated patches can be
stitched together without overlap to synthesize the final output Xo. To avoid
the inconsistency between generated patches, the local-aware discriminator Dl

is introduced to make the final stitched output smooth and seamless. Note that
the discriminator is just introduced temporarily for training our model, so it will
not add any memory cost during the inference stage.

Cooperation mechanism. In the previous sections, we discuss the func-
tions of the local module and the global module. The global module requires
more computational resources while the size of image increases, which seriously
limits its application for generating HR images. The local module decomposes
the full-size image into patches and translates the patches into HR ones, which is
suitable for processing HR image without adding any memory cost. But the local
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module alone cannot correctly perceive the patch semantics and is inapplicable
for editing local attributes, as can be seen in Fig. 6. To this end, we introduce
a valid cooperation mechanism to encourage the two generators to cooperate
well for achieving satisfying generation performance. As shown in the middle
of Fig. 2, the global snapshot X ′t is up-sampled to the same size as HR image
Xi. Then, we decompose X ′t and Xi into a series of patches and concatenate the
patches with the same coordinate. The global patch carries the global spatial co-
ordinate information while the HR image contains detailed textural information.
By this way, we combine the global spatial information and detailed textural in-
formation together. Namely, the global spatial information is used to make the
generated local patch smoother and globally consistent, and the detailed textural
information is used to preserve the quality of the generation.

3.3 Objective Function

Our framework contains two sets of adversarial training in global and local mod-
ule, respectively. For the sake of clarity, we first describe the inference stage of
either module. In the global module, we get the snapshot X ′t by the generator Gg
and then feed X ′t into the discriminator Dg. Following [20], we use Ad to facil-
itate the adversarial training, where Ad denotes the difference attribute vector
between the target At and the source Ai. The training process can be defined
as:

X ′t = Gg (X ′i, Ad) . (1)

In the local module, xi(i,j) denotes a patch of HR imageXi and xt(i,j) denotes
a patch of up-sampled snapshot image Xt. We use [·, ·] to represent the channel-
wise patch concatenation,

xo(i,j) = Gl
([
xi(i,j), xt(i,j)

]
, Ad

)
. (2)

Image reconstruction loss. We apply the reconstruction loss in our frame-
work to improve image quality and avoid as many editing miscues as possible.
This loss is achieved in a self-supervision manner, i.e., we feed the framework
with zero condition input, which can be depicted as:

Lrec = ||x− G(x, 0)||1. (3)

Adversarial loss. For FAE task, there is no ground-truth for training. Ad-
versarial loss is usually applied due to its domain-to-domain translation na-
ture. To alleviate the instability of adversarial loss in training process, gradient
penalty [10] is introduced:

max
Dadv

LDadv
= Ex

[
Dadv(x)

]
− Eŷ

[
Dadv(ŷ)

]
+

λEx̂

[
(‖∇x̂Dadv(x̂)‖2 − 1)2

]
,

(4)

max
G
LGadv

= Ex,Ad

[
Dadv(G(x,Ad))

]
, (5)
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where Dadv denotes the adversarial header of the discriminator. x is the input
real image, ŷ is the generated image and x̂ is the sampled point along straight
lines between the real image distribution and generated image distribution.

Attribute editing loss. As discussed above, attribute editing has no ground
truth. Following the ideology of ACGAN [24], we add a classification header
sharing features with adversarial header. Such a design effectively realizes ad-
versarial training along with attribute learning. The attribute editing loss below
supervises the two modules of our framework individually,

LDa = −
Nc∑
i=1

[
a
(i)
t logD(i)

a (x) + (1− a(i)t ) log (1−D(i)
a (x))

]
, (6)

where a(i)t represents the i-th target attribute and Da represents the classification
header. We use the combination of the above three types of loss to train our
model.

3.4 Light Selective Transfer Unit

As mentioned above, we proposed a high-resolution facial image editing frame-
work which can process HR images with limited computational resources. In
order to further improve the generation performance, we improve the manner of
multi-scale features fusion.

The most popular method for multi-scale features fusion in image-to-image
translation is the Skip Connection structure. It helps the network balance the
contradiction between the pursuit of larger receptive field and loss of more de-
tails. One of its classic deployments is U-Net. However, there is a fatal drawback
of the original skip connection: it will degrade the function of deeper parts and
further damage the effectiveness of condition injection. From Table 1, it is obvi-
ous that PSNR increases but attribute editing accuracy decreases when the skip
connection number multiplies. A detailed graph showing the editing accuracy
of each specific attribute is given in suppl. STGAN [20] tries to alleviate the
problem with the STU, a variant of GRU [7,9], which uses the latent feature to
control the information transfer in the skip connection through the unit. This
feature carries the conditional information added through the concatenation.
Unfortunately, such a unit omits the spatial and temporal complexity and it

SC type SC0 SC1 SC2 SC3 SC4
PSNR 20.2 24.29 28.0 29.9 34.8
SSIM 0.643 0.777 0.877 0.916 0.989

Average Acc 89.5% 82.4% 75.1% 69.1% 63.9%

Table 1. PSNR/SSIM performance and average attribute editing accuracy of mod-
els with different Skip Connection (SC) numbers, SCi represents model with i skip
connections.
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Fig. 3. The structure of proposed LSTU. The design of LSTU is inspired by SRU, which
makes LSTU more lightweight than STU and suitable for GPU parallel acceleration.
The right side shows the mathematical expression of the inference process of our LSTU.
LR is short for LeakyRelu.

is a time-consuming process for the underlying feature to bubble up from the
bottleneck to drive the STU of each layer.

To explicitly address the mentioned problem, we present our framework to
employ Light Selective Transfer Unit (LSTU) to efficiently and selectively trans-
fer the encoder feature. LSTU is an SRU-based unit with totally different infor-
mation flow. Compare to STU, our LSTU discards the dependence on the two
states when calculating the gating signal, which greatly reduces our parameters
but the unit is still efficient. The detailed structure of LSTU is shown in Fig. 3.
Without loss of generality, we choose the l-th LSTU as an analysis example.
The l-th layer feature coming from the encoder side denotes as xl. hl+1 denotes
the feature in the adjacent deeper layer. It contains the filtered latent state in-
formation of that layer . hl+1 is firstly concatenated with attribute difference
Ad to obtain up-sampled hidden state ĥl+1. Then ĥl+1 is used to independently
calculate the masks f l, rl for the forget-gate and reset-gate. WT, W1×1, Wf

and Wr represent parameter matrix of transpose convolution, linear transform,
forget gate and update gate. The further process is similar to SRU. The equation
of gates is shown on the right side of Fig. 3.

4 Experiments

In this section, we take the following steps to evaluate the performance of pro-
posed CooGAN: firstly, we discuss the facial attribute editing performance and
the memory usage of our overall framework. Then, we verify the effectiveness of
the LSTU in multi-scale features fusion.

4.1 Implement Details

Dataset. We train our model on the CelebA [22] dataset (for the global mod-
ule) and CelebA-HQ dataset (for the local module). CelebA is a collection of
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more than 200,000 human facial images and labels of 40 attributes for each of
the images. CelebA-HQ is an artificial high resolution dataset translated from
CelebA utilizing the method from [14]. Considering the distinguishability of at-
tributes, in the experiments we mainly use 13 attributes including Bald, Bangs,
Black Hair, Blond Hair, Brown Hair, Bushy Eyebrows, Eyeglasses, Male, Mouth
Slightly Open, Mustache, No Beard, Pale Skin and Young.

Optimizer. The optimizer used in our training process is Adam [16] with
hyper-parameter β = (0.5, 0.99) and learning rate 0.0002. And we apply the
learning rate decay strategy with the decay rate 0.1 and decay epoch 100.

Quantitative metric. We design and train an attribute-classifier to quantify
attribute editing effects in form of attribute classes accuracy. It takes form of
the classifying part in our discriminator and achieves a 96.0% average accuracy
on CelebA. And for the texture sharpness of reconstruction results, Peak Signal
to Noise Ratio(PSNR) and Structural Similarity(SSIM) are used. They are two
common metrics to measure the generated image fidelity. In addition, we use
the floating-point operations per second (FLOPS) and model parameter size to
evaluate the memory efficiency of networks.

4.2 Experimental analysis of Framework.

Experiment setup. Our framework consists of two modules: global module and
local module. In the following experiments, the input image size of the global
module is set as 256× 256 and the input patch size of local module is 128× 128.
The final high resolution image size is 768× 768. We use the two most effective
previous methods (AttGAN, STGAN) and our global module as comparison
objects. Since these models are not originally designed for HR image processing,
we make proper adjustments of increasing their layers (AttGAN-HR: 7 layers,
STGAN-HR: 7 layers, LSTU-net-HR: 7 layers) to expand their perceptual fields.
We expand the models based on their official codes and train them with their
original loss functions. Those adjusted approaches can be denoted as: AttGAN-
HR (AttGAN), STGAN-HR (STGAN) and LSTU-net-HR(global module). The
complete model structure setting of our framework, AttGAN-HR and STGAN-
HR can be found in suppl. Models are evaluated in the CelebA-HQ dataset.

Quantitative evaluation. We report the attribute editing accuracy of our
framework and other methods in Fig. 4. Our framework can achieve 84.8% in
classification accuracy, 31.3 in PSNR and 0.923 in SSIM. In terms of memory
usage, the largest memory consumption occurs in the global module for the rea-
son that the local module only processes image patches with considerably small

Method StarGAN AttGAN STGAN Ours
PSNR/SSIM 22.86/0.848 24.1/0.821 31.6/0.934 32.1/0.938

Table 2. Reconstruction PSNR and SSIM (CelebA 128 × 128) of different facial at-
tribute editing frameworks.
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Fig. 4. Our CooGAN against other approaches in attribute translation accuracy. Our
framework transcend others in most attributes.

sizes. As is shown in Table 3, while processing 768 × 768 images the maximum
consumption of our framework is below all compared models. This is on the
grounds that the peak consumption in our framework happens when the global
module processes 256×256 images, while other models process 768×768 images
directly. Besides, our framework reduces large memory consumption at the cost
of only a little inference time increase, as there is no overlap when our framework
processes patches, i.e., our advantage. Therefore, the prominent image processing
efficiency of our framework is verified.

Qualitative analysis. The visual effect comparison are shown in Fig. 5.
In general, our CooGAN can effectively generate high-resolution images with
smooth patch boundaries. As is shown, images generated by our CooGAN pos-
sess more prominent characteristics as well as better textural quality. For local
attributes like bald and mustache, our framework performs much more accu-
rate and significant modification. And in global attributes like gender and age,
our CooGAN translates the image more thoroughly and successfully. It is worth
mentioning that HR translated images have better effect in some attributes like
age and gender. This is because these attribute can not be properly manifested
in LR images, e.g., the wrinkles of aging are obvious only in high resolution.

User study. To further validate the subjective performance of our frame-
work, it is important to conduct survey on a crowdsourcing platform to acquire
people’s general opinions of our HR edited images and compare our CooGAN

Method AttGAN-HR STGAN-HR Ours
GPU Memory 3692MB 6306MB 985MB
Inference time 0.0414s 0.0502s 0.0645s

Table 3. GPU memory consumption and average inference time (200 images), mea-
sured on a 2080ti, for different framework with batch size 1, input images at the
768× 768 pixels.
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Raw Image Reconstruction To bald To bangs To black hair To blond hair To brown hair

Light eyebrows To female Close mouth Add mustache Add beard To pale skin To old

Fig. 5. High resolution (768 × 768) facial attribute editing results of AttGAN-HR,
STGAN-HR, LSTU-net-HR and our framework. The textural details can be observed
clearly through zooming in. More HR editing results can be found in suppl.

with the modified HR versions of previous state-of-the-art models including
STGAN-HR and AttGAN-HR. In the survey, 50 questions of 14 attributes/quality
are involved, i.e., 13 previous mentioned attributes and the smoothness of the
image. And in each question, a randomly selected image and its edited ver-
sions by the three models are presented in random sequences. And people will
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With Global 
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To bangs To black hair To brown hair To Male Close mouth To pale skin

Fig. 6. 768×768 results generated by our framework without and with global module.

Raw Image Reconstruction To bald To bangs To black hair To blond hair To brown hair Eyebrows Add Glasses To male Close mouth Add mustache Add beard To pale skin To old

Fig. 7. Low resolution (128×128) facial attribute editing results of StarGAN, AttGAN,
STGAN and our LSTU-Net.

determine whether an edited image has correct and realistic attributes and is
generally smooth and consistent. The user study results are given in Table 4. In
comparison, our CooGAN shows its excellent performance in attributes editing.
Because our framework generates image by patches, it is slightly inferior to the
other two methods in terms of smoothness.

Ablation study for Cooperative mechanism. In this part, our focus is
to study the importance and effectiveness of global module in the framework.
We train our framework with and without the global module. The results show
that without global module the attribute editing will be impractical, as is shown
in Fig. 6. On the one hand, without the spatial information given by global

Method Bald Bangs Black Blond Brown Eyebrows Glasses
AttGAN-HR 25.7% 66.2% 61.2% 89.4% 47.9% 51.7% 86.7%
STGAN-HR 38.8% 50.5% 78.2% 92.8% 53.5% 65.4% 71.5%

Ours 61.5% 93.3% 90.6% 94.9% 73.6% 84.9% 94.8%

Method Male Mouth Mustache No Beard Pale Young Smooth
AttGAN-HR 36.8% 83.2% 29.8% 51.4% 34.5% 41.4% 99.8%
STGAN-HR 51.3% 67.7% 49.1% 67.8% 61.4% 49.9% 99.9%

Ours 87.9% 91.7% 61.9% 93.8% 98.1% 64.7% 91.5%

Table 4. User study results of our framework, STGAN-HR and AttGAN-HR.
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Fig. 8. Our LSTU-Net against other approaches in attribute translation accuracy.

snapshot, the local module can not well recognize local attributes like bangs
regions and mouth. On the other hand, the shrinkage of perceptive field causes
loss of global semantics, rendering certain features (like gender characteristics),
difficult for the framework to discern. Thus, we confirm the irreplaceable role of
global module in our framework.

4.3 Ablation study for LSTU

LSTU is a vital component of our framework. We will verify the feasibility and
effectiveness of LSTU in this section.

Experiment setup. Our LSTU is a lightweight and equally effective replace-
ment unit for STU [20] (previous state-of-the-art multi-scale features fusion unit
proposed in STGAN). To validate its effect and efficiency, we replicate the net-
work structure of STGAN and replace its STU with our LSTU. We name this
new network LSTU-Net to be distinguished from the original STGAN. Besides,
we also compare LSTU-Net with StarGAN and AttGAN since they are the most
relative and effective facial attribute editing methods that can be found. How-
ever, these compared models are not designed for HR image generation tasks.
They are mostly purposed to process 128 × 128 images. To be fair, all models
are tested on 128× 128 CelebA dataset.

In addition, the official codes and pretrained models of those three compared
models are used in our experiments for the sake of impartiality.

Quantitative evaluation. The attribute editing accuracy and image fi-
delity comparisons are shown in Fig. 8 and Table 2. For attribute accuracy, our
LSTU-Net outperforms StarGAN, AttGAN and ties with STGAN. This circum-
stance remains the same for image fidelity manifested through PSNR and SSIM.
These results show that LSTU has the same level of effect as STU, whether in
attribute editing accuracy or image fidelity. The complexity and computational
cost comparisons of different units are demonstrated in Table 5. Compared to
STU, our LSTU reduces parameter size by half and FLOPS by over 60 %. These
comparisons prove the effectiveness and efficiency of implementing LSTU.
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channel 16 in-channel 32 in-channel 64 in-channel
metric param FLOPS param FLOPS param FLOPS
STU 1.63M 5.06G 6.40M 19.99G 25.37M 79.50G
LSTU 0.81M 2.02G 3.20M 7.85G 12.68M 30.80G

Table 5. The total number of parameters and FLOPS in the skip connections within
a five-layer network with different input channels for the LSTU and STU. G denotes
GFLOPS.

Qualitative analysis. The visual effect comparison of 128 × 128 images is
given in Fig. 7. The editing result of our LSTU is better than StarGAN, At-
tnGAN, and achieves similar visual effect with STGAN. In almost all attributes,
our model not only performs thorough and accurate translation, but also suf-
fer the least from textural artifacts. In contrast, the results of StarGAN have
distinct color difference due to the lack of skip connection. AttGAN’s results
contain fake artificial textures and half-changed features in attributes like bald
and hair color. Such inconsistency is caused by the direct use of skip connection.
STGAN is more successful than AttGAN and StarGAN. And its edited features
and ours are equally effective. These comparison results present the state-of-
the-art level attribute editing ability and tremendous efficiency advantage of our
LSTU. More results generated by the LSTU-Net are given in the suppl.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we study the problem of high-resolution facial attribute editing
in resource-constrained conditions. By proposing the patch-based local-global
framework CooGAN along with the multi-scale features fusion method LSTU,
we attained the high-resolution facial attribute editing with constrained GPU
memory. We use an up-to-down approach for patch processing to preserve global
consistency and most importantly, lower the computational resource require-
ment. And the LSTU retains the attribute variety in skip connection with fewer
parameters and lower computation cost. Experiments on facial attribute editing
exhibit the superior performance of our framework in quality, attribute accu-
racy and efficiency to state-of-arts in the scope of facial attribute editing with
constrained computational resources. Theoretically, our framework has no image
size limitation owing to its patch processing method. We believe it has promis-
ing prospect not only in resource-constrained situations, but also in extremely
high-resolution image processing tasks.
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